We propose a new formulation for full (weakening and constants included) multiplicative and exponential (MELL) proof nets, allowing a complete set of rewriting rules to parse them. The recognizing grammar de ned by such a rewriting system (con uent and strong normalizing on the new proof nets) gives a correctness criterion that we s h o w equivalent to the Danos-Regnier one.
Introduction
Before the arrival on the scene of linear logic there were essentially two possible formulations for proofs: sequent calculus and natural deduction. Both enjoying the property that each application of a rule is correct (locally correct in the case of sequent calculus and globally correct in the case of natural deduction). Namely, each instance of a rule of the calculus transforms a (correct) proof into another (correct) proof. It was a general belief that any reasonable logical calculus should have had such a kind of inductive de nition based on the application of correct rules. In his seminal paper Gir87] Girard changed this point of view introducing proof nets.
The de nition of a proof net is no more inductive, but it splits in two distinct sequential phases: (i) Starting from axiom links, by free application of a set of logical rules (logical links), we construct a graph (more precisely a hypergraph) called proof structure whose correctness is not guaranteed. (ii) By a suitable correctness criterion, we test whether the previously built proof structure is correct or not. Namely, i f i t i s a proof net. Girard proposed an exponential algorithm to check correctness of proof structures, successively simpli ed in the well-known Danos-Regnier criterion DR89] based on a topological approach. Successively, Lafont Laf95] attacked the problem of correctness of pure multiplicative proof structures in a complete di erent perspective. Lafont's idea was to give a parsing algorithm to check correctness, that is, a rewriting system of proof structures enriched by a new kind of link (called parsing box). Lafont's solution works for pure multiplicative constant and weakening free nets only. The main reason of this fact is that Lafont deals with nets without an \a priori" weakening and ? box assignment. Lafont observed that, due to the presence of disconnected components caused by ? and weakening links (in the following, we will frequently use just weakening links to refer to both), \there is no hope to nd a good parsing algorithm for the full multiplicative fragment" Laf95, p. 239].
To o vercome such a problem we propose to change the notion of net. Our idea is to have a primitive notion of exponential box b u t w e eliminate the necessity of weakening boxes. This is possible as, for any given MELL sequent proof, it is (semantically) sound to permute its weakenings towards its axioms, so we directly connect weakening formulas to proof net axioms. As a result, our proof nets are always connected. Consequently, w e are able to give a complete set of rewriting rules to parse full multiplicative and exponential (MELL) proof nets. We claim that our formulation of proof nets is a good alternative o f t h e classical one not simply a technical escape from the problem. Such an approach might also be seen as a specialization of the probe technique of Banach Ban95] . Anyhow, di erently from Banach, we do not need any new extra-logical link.
The structure of the paper: Section 2 de nes MELL , w e reshape proof structures and proof nets. As usual, (at least in the last years) we represent them as hypergraphs (see Gue96, Reg92] by its type, see Figure 1 . Each formula of G is conclusion of exactly one link and premise of at most one link no formula of G may be at the same time premise and conclusion of the same link (this restriction is relevant o n l y f o r t h e links). For any formula A of G, the link above A is the link whose conclusion is A the link below A is the link a premise of which i s A. The formulas ; which are not premise of any link of G are the conclusions of G, written G`;.
Remark 2 It is crucial for the proposed approach the elimination of explicit links (without premises) introducing weakening formulas. Allthe weakening formulas are instead introduced by axiom links. In such a way we ensure connectedness of our MELL -w proof nets and we shall apply the Danos-Regnier correctness criterion without the need to refer to connected components.
A sub-structure H of a structure G is determined by the set of its links. So, the usual set operations will beused to compose and compare structures. In addition, by G x we shall denote the set of the links of type x contained in G.
Boxes
A box B is a structure in which all the conclusions are why-not or bottom formulas but one, its principal door, which is an of-course formula the whynot or ? conclusions of B are its auxiliary doors. No auxiliary door of a box can be the conclusion of a link (see Figure 2) . The ! link l whose conclusion is the principal door of B is its principal door link, t h a t i s , pdl(B) = l. De nition 6 ( -grammar) The -grammar is the graph grammar given by the rewriting rules of Figure 4 , with the proviso that an instance r of the l.h.s. of a rule is a -redex (and then it can be contracted) only if the following two side-conditions hold: Each rule of contracts a redex to a net link (since we do not consider cut elimination, there is no ambiguity in saying redex or reduction dropping the pre x ). In other words, net links play the role of non-terminal symbols and each rule of corresponds to the scanning of a MELL PROOF. Let us assume that P does not contain a redex scanning an axiom, a O, a , or a ? link. Namely, that P might only contain redexes for or cut links. Our aim is to prove that, if P is DR-correct and is not net ; , then it contains at least a or a cut link whose premises are conclusions of two distinct net links. We see that P does not contain any axiom link, and that no ? link of P is below a c o n c l u s i o n o f a net link. We claim that any net link of P has at least a conclusion which is the premise of a or a cut link (because of the DR-correctness). Hence, let S be a switch of P. Let us consider the set X of the and cut links a premise of which is conclusion of a net link of S. Since P is DR-correct, there is no link l 2 X whose premises are both conclusions of the same net link. Then, to prove that P contains a redex it su ces to show that there exists l 2 X whose premises are both conclusions of net links. Let us proceed by reductio ad absurdum, showing that if such an l 2 X does not exist, then S contains a cycle. By the previous claim, for any net link n there is a conclusion A s.t. the link l below it is in X. If B is the other premise of l, let bethe maximal ascending path of S starting from B (a sequence A 0 l 1 A 1 : : : A i-1 l i A i : : : of formulas A i and links l i is an ascending path when A i-1 is the conclusion of l i and A i one of its premises). By hypothesis is not empty and the path = AlB of S u connects a conclusion of n to the conclusion of another net link. The last link of is not in X, since is maximal and we are assuming that there is no link of X whose premises are both conclusions of a net link. So, starting from a net link n 0 , w e nd a path 0 connecting the conclusions A 0 of n 0 to a conclusion C 0 of a net link n 1 proceeding from n 1 , we nd a path 1 that concatenated to 0 gives the path 0 n 1 1 connecting A 0 to the conclusion C 1 of a net link n 2 (the path is correct since the last link of 0 and the rst link of 1 are de nitely distinct) and so on building a sequence of net links n 0 n 1 : : : n i crossed by the path 0 n 1 : : : n i-1 i connecting n 0 to n 1 . B u t , s i n c e S is nite, we eventually nd an i > 0 for which n j = n i , with j < i, that is, we get a path of S u which is a cycle, contradicting the DR-correctness of P. 2 Theorem 9 (equivalence) A (parsing) MELL -w proof structure P is DRcorrect i it is -correct.
PROOF. By inspection of the rules of , we see that the DR-correctness is invariant under -reduction. So, if P ! net, then P is DR-correct. Let us prove the converse proceeding by induction on the number of boxes of P. PROOF. Let G ! P. W e h a ve that: (i) The size of P is smaller than the one of G (ii) P is DR-correct (iii) P`;. S o , there is no in nite reduction of G and, by Theorem 9, net ; is the unique normal form of G`;. 2 7 Adequacy and sequentialization So far we have got a new correctness criterion for proof structures that we have proved equivalent to the topological one of Danos-Regnier . On the other hand our proof nets are not standard. So, we have to prove that they are adequate for MELL 
Conclusions
There is a natural two-way mapping between MELL -w and MELL proof structures according to the permutations described in Section 2 (because of such permutations the previous mapping cannot however bea bijection). Given a MELL -w proof structure G -we obtain a Girard proof structure (G -) + by: (i) choosing a weakening formula X which is conclusion of an axiom link a (ii) replacing the connection of X to a with a box c o n taining all the boxes having X as an auxiliary door (iii) iterating the steps (i-ii) until there are no more X's. Vice versa, given a Girard proof structure G we obtain a MELL In fact, given a MELL proof net G, each proof structure G -is de nitely correct, but G -may becorrect also in the case that G is a proof structure with a wrong assignment of weakening boxes|even if all the G -are correct we could not state that G is a proof net. To solve such a problem we could reformulate the grammar for MELL giving for weakening boxes a rule similar to the one proposed for the exponential boxes. Nevertheless, since we think that weakening boxes are unnatural, we do not like s u c h a solution and in our approach we replace weakening boxes with the minimal information required to get a correct sequentialization, if any. Lafont too implicitly shows in his paper Laf95] his dislike with respect to weakening boxes neglecting them at all. The main consequence of this disregard is the increase of the cost of the validation of nets. In fact, since in the constant only multiplicative fragment (no atomic symbols but the constants) the provability problem can be reduced to the proof structure correctness problem, and since such a fragment is NPcomplete as the multiplicative o n e Lin95], if we do not use weakening boxes at all there is no hope to get a polynomial parsing algorithm in the presence of constants. The latter is the rst main reason because of which we claim that our solution is not only a technical escape. In fact, the cost of the validation of a proof net cannot be comparable with the cost of the search of a proof ending with its conclusions. So, we propose the grammar giving a quadratic algorithm to validate proof nets: any accepting reduction of a proof net with n links has length n, but at each step a search linear in the current size of the structure is required to get the next redex to bereduced. The second reason because of which w e support our choice is connected with the implementation of cut elimination. In fact, the use of exponential boxes can be avoided indexing each formula by a l e v el (see MM95]) which m a y b e i n terpreted as the box nesting depth of the formula Gue96,GMM96a]. A parsing grammar can then be given also for such l e v eled proof nets without boxes. Such a grammar, suitably extended to implement a mark and sweep algorithm for garbage collection, is the key point used for the local and distributed implementation of the cut elimination we studied with Martini GMM96b] .
